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Executive Summary

The goal of the CONTINUUM project is to define a new energy-efficient compute node model, which will benefit from a suitable combination of efficient compilation techniques, emerging memory, and communication technologies together with heterogeneous cores. Heterogeneous computing is a very promising solution to address the increasing energy-efficiency demand in modern multicore systems, by combining processors according to power consumption and performance trade-off. Compared to the technology review conducted in Deliverable 4.1 [49], the originality of the solution promoted here relies on the core technology of the Cortus partner.

The current deliverable presents a novel asymmetric multicore architecture based on very low power cores. A high-performance core is dedicated for sequential execution and multiple lightweight cores are devoted to parallel execution. In addition, a trade-off in terms of floating-point support in cores is considered for design cost reduction. A tailored flexible multi-thread execution model is defined for this architecture. A FPGA prototype is designed for the preliminary evaluation of the proposal. Even though this prototype does not integrate any non-volatile memory technology, this is highly advocated for the compute node design expected from the CONTINUUM project. The evaluation results already reported in Deliverable 3.2 [50] show the relevance of this choice.

Please note that the present deliverable is an updated version of Deliverable 4.2, based on the early lessons learned from Deliverable 4.3 (Implementation of the whole compute node model). The contents of the deliverable is mainly based on the results published in conferences or journals by the consortium members of the CONTINUUM project. More technical details could be found in the corresponding references.
1 Introduction

Heterogeneous computing usually refers to systems including various processing elements so as to meet both performance and power-efficiency requirements [27, 38, 43]. Typical heterogeneous architectures combine CPUs and compute accelerators such as Graphical Processing Units (GPUs). While the former is well-suited for executing sequential workloads and the operating system, the latter is rather devoted to massively regular parallel workloads, e.g., data-parallel algorithms.

Further examples are the Cell multiprocessor [24] developed by Sony, Toshiba and IBM, and the Llano processor [10] proposed by AMD. Cell combines a general-purpose core with streamlined co-processing elements that accelerate multimedia and vector processing applications, whereas Llano combines a quad-core CPU with a GPU.

The more recent ARM big.LITTLE technology [5] considers two different clusters: a big cluster composed of high-performance application processors used to execute heavy workloads; and a LITTLE cluster composed of low power application processors that are used for lightweight workload to save energy. By exploiting this feature, a suitable runtime can provide workloads with required performance while reducing the power consumption whenever possible.

The aforementioned architectures also referred to as asymmetric multicore architectures due to their core heterogeneity in terms of performance and power consumption [27] [32]. Despite their very attractive features for providing energy-efficiency, asymmetric multicore chips are still not mature and robust real-world commercial solutions [32].

In the current work, we devise a novel asymmetric multicore architecture comprising two execution islands: parallel and sequential. While the former is devoted to highly parallelizable workloads for high throughput, the latter addresses weakly parallelizable workloads. Accordingly, the parallel island is composed of many low power cores and the sequential island is composed of a small number of high-performance cores.

An original feature of our proposal is the usage of the cost-effective and inherently low power core technology provided by Cortus [2], one of the world-leading semiconductor IP companies in embedded domain. These cores are highly energy (MIPS/$\mu$W) and silicon efficient (MIPS/mm$^2$) compared to existing technologies. We believe the massive usage of such embedded cores deserves attention for achieving the energy-efficient architectures required for high-performance embedded computing. The architectural solution promoted here is similar to the CPU/GPU heterogeneous design paradigm. However, an important difference is that the parallel island, which plays the same role as the GPU, can suitably deal with both regular and irregular parallel workloads. In addition, both sequential and parallel islands support the same programming model, facilitating the job of programmers. GPUs require specific APIs such as OpenCL and CUDA, which are not necessarily supported by CPUs, requiring extensive software support. Compared to big.LITTLE technology that considers only application processors, here we combine application processors on the "big" side and micro-controllers on the "LITTLE" side. Such compact "LITTLE" cores (which are not intended to support a full OS) are key for aggressive energy optimization.

Another trade-off considered in our solution is the support of floating-point arithmetics, which benefits certain operations in embedded applications, e.g., matrix inversion required for Multiple Input / Multiple Output (MIMO), Fast Fourier Transforms (FFTs) which often suffer from scaling problems.
in fixed point. As floating-point units can be expensive in terms of area and power in the considered very low power cores, it will be supported only by a subset of these cores.

A tailored lightweight and flexible multithread execution model is also defined in order to enable the management of programs executed on the proposed architecture, which is synthesized on FPGA. Given the helpful support of the Cortus Company regarding the design exploration task on synthesizable architecture descriptions, we decided to discard higher abstraction level approaches, e.g. cycle-approximate [6, 12, 34, 35], transactional level [44, 28, 29], analytical [16, 4, 3], and more generally model-driven engineering [18, 42, 17]. The very accurate assessments expected based on the target FPGA prototype will give us the opportunity to obtain more reliable insights.

Outline. The rest of this report is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses a few related work; then Section 3 describes the proposed multicore architecture and its implementation; Section 4 presents a preliminary proposal for multithread management on top of the architecture; Section 5 provides initial functional tests of the resulting FPGA prototype; Section 6 draws further design considerations, in particular about the integration of emerging non-volatile memory technologies; finally, Section 7 gives some concluding remarks.
2 Related Work

Several studies have been carried in academia on asymmetric architecture design. Hill et al. [22] applied Amdahl’s Law to explore different multicore chip architecture designs, namely symmetric, asymmetric and dynamic multicores (which enables multiple cores to work together for sequential execution). They combined an Amdahl’s software model with a simple hardware model based on fixed chip resources. They observed that asymmetric and dynamic multicores offer the highest speedups.

Morad et al. [33] evaluated asymmetric cluster chip multiprocessor for maximizing performance within a given power budget. Here, serial regions of multithreaded programs are executed on high performance cores while parallel regions are executed on both large and small cores. A theoretical analysis, validated by emulations, has been applied to make comparison with symmetric clusters. Authors observed that asymmetric design can provide a reduction of more than two-thirds in power for similar performance, while enabling more than 70% higher performance for the same power budget.

Both [22] and [33] concluded their study by pointing out the fact that asymmetric architecture design exploration is deserving much attention for improved performance and power-efficiency in modern multicore systems. Reaching this goal obviously requires suitable program execution models capable of exploiting this asymmetric feature [27].

Kumar et al. [26] focused on the design of a processor in the context of single heterogeneous multicore architectures for performance and power trade-off. They showed that the most suitable heterogeneous chip multiprocessors comprise customized cores addressing different application characteristics. This interesting insight is relevant in our approach thanks to the high customizability of the adopted Cortus processors.

Suleman et al. [47] exploited compiler and OS support in asymmetric chip multiprocessor for accelerating the execution of critical sections (ensuring that only one thread is granted access to shared data at a time). Experiments showed that asymmetric design reduces the average execution time compared to area-equivalent symmetric design or asymmetric design without acceleration of critical section.

Ipek et al. [23] defined core fusion, which accommodates software diversity and incremental parallelization in reconﬁgurable chip multiprocessor architectures. Independent cores can be dynamically combined into a larger CPU (e.g., in order to accelerate serial code regions), or used as distinct processing elements (e.g., for executing parallel code regions). An interesting feature of core fusion is that no additional programming effort or specialized compiler support are required.

The present work shares similar motivations with above studies. Nevertheless, it relies on a novel prototype of asymmetric architecture built with cost-effective and very low power core technology. A special attention is given to the multithread workload management on such prototype so as to minimize the impact on energy-efficiency. We also show that the design trade-off about floating-point support plays an important role in performance improvement while benefiting of the inherent low power nature of cores. Unlike the big.LITTLE-like heterogeneous architecture considered in previous studies [5, 11, 13, 14, 39], we rather consider a heterogeneous design comprising more than 2 types of CPU cores. The benefit of such a design has been underlined in a few studies [31, 15, 37].
3 Asymmetric Architecture Prototype Design

3.1 Design Templates

The rationale for building the proposed asymmetric architecture follows the same principles as in previous works [22] and [33]. Given assumptions of Amdahl’s law, we consider that one powerful core is sufficient. Then, we combine it with several small cores. Fig. 1 shows three templates of candidate designs. The 4-core architecture depicted in Fig. 1(a) comprises one high-performance core, referred to as HP-Core; and three low power cores, i.e., micro-controllers, with various features: one with floating-point unit (LPF-Core) and two without (LP-Core). This provides an ISA diversity that meets the requirements of applications. Indeed, floating-point operations are not always present in embedded workloads. All four cores are connected to a shared memory via a hierarchy of crossbars as illustrated in Fig. 1(a). Table 3 gives the cost in area and power of these components.

Figs. 1(b) and 1(c) respectively describe two larger templates of our asymmetric architecture, composed of seven and ten cores. These templates result from a replication of the LP-Cluster composed by the three low power cores.

On-Chip Communication Strategies

In a multiprocessor environment communication between the processors and peripheral resources quickly becomes a major design challenge. There are three widely adopted strategies:

- **Bus interconnect.** In a simple bus architecture (see Fig. 2) there is a shared bus that is used by all masters to access all the slaves (the sharing is implemented with either tri-state buffers off-chip, or using wired-or techniques in an SoC). There is a simple contention control mechanism, preventing more than one master from using the bus at once. The bus mechanism can be reasonably sophisticated, offering a transactional model with the slaves providing a response at a different point in time from the request - avoiding blocking access to the bus for other masters while the response is being prepared. Very little additional hardware is required to attach to the bus and increasing the number of masters or slaves increases the hardware requirements linearly. The disadvantage of this architecture is that as the number of masters increases the throughput of the system drops dramatically.
• **Crossbar.** In a Crossbar architecture (see Fig. 3) a multi-way multiplexer provides a path from each of the masters to each of the slaves. There is an arbitration mechanism preventing more than one master from accessing the same slave, however multiple simultaneous access are possible so long as they involve different masters and slaves. Increasing the number of masters or slaves increases the complexity, and size, of the Crossbar. The increase is exponential ($O(n^2)$) [30] with increased masters and slaves. This architecture provides increased bandwidth and resource availability compared to the bus architecture, as unless there is contention for a slave there are no bandwidth constraints and the master can operate at the maximum rate supported by the slave and Crossbar infrastructure. More than 50% of the SoC area can be taken up with the Crossbar matrix in systems with many masters [51]. Another challenge with the on-chip design is timing closure. Complex Crossbar systems become unwieldy and there are long logic paths that mean it becomes increasingly difficult to reach the target operating frequency of the bus.

• **Network-on-Chip (NoC).** A NoC provides a shared path between network nodes (see Fig. 4). This can be a serial or parallel architecture. Each transaction is packetized and typically contains overhead such as source and destination addresses. The network interface may contain a FIFO allowing transactions to be stored, either until the network is ready to accept the packet or the node is ready to receive the transaction. This can increase the latency of transactions. In a highly congested network timing and real-time operation may become compromised, potentially leading to non-deterministic behaviour. There is a significant fixed overhead per node required to implement a network-on-chip (the Network Interface in the diagram), however this overhead scales linearly with increased nodes. This network interface can be of varying complexity according to the system design requirements, from simple hardware to insert a packet onto the network with the correct address headers to a complete store and forward system for a transactional network with a multiple depth FIFO to hold several messages in flight.

A Network-on-Chip solution isolates each node in its own timing bubble and the global timing constraints are specified and fully defined by the network design. However the nature of an NoC limits the bandwidth between systems, the resource must be shared - and divided equally...
Figure 3: Quadcore Cortus architecture with crossbar interconnect.

Figure 4: Quadcore Cortus architecture with NoC interconnect.
- between all bus masters. This implies a reduced communication capacity between nodes compared to a Crossbar design.

**Table 1:** Summary of main characteristics of on-chip interconnects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Bus</th>
<th>Crossbar</th>
<th>NoC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simplicity</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latency</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Throughput</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Throughput with increasing connections</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardware overhead</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardware overhead with increasing connections</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is a trade-off between complexity (die area required, power consumption), transfer speed, latency and throughput are summarized in Table 1. Very simple systems can use a bus architecture, typically systems with one master (and perhaps a second master that takes control only occasionally) but as the complexity increases a Crossbar approach becomes attractive, allowing multiple masters to access multiple, shared, slaves. As the number of potential paths between each master and slave increases the complexity of the Crossbar infrastructure increases to a point that a large portion of the die is reserved for the Crossbar and timing closure becomes increasingly difficult. At this point an NoC approach becomes attractive, the cost (in terms of die area and power consumption) of the network attachment hardware and the increase in latency is comparatively less. Table 2 summarizes the above observations.

**Table 2:** Design choices according to communicating nodes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Bus</th>
<th>Crossbar</th>
<th>NoC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>single master node</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>several master nodes</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>many master nodes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The point at which an NoC becomes necessary can be postponed by using a multi-level Crossbar system where the number of masters and slaves per Crossbar is reduced by using multiple levels of Crossbar. In the NoC the medium is shared between all nodes. In a Crossbar system there is a dedicated, switched, the path from each master to each slave. The key architectural difference between a Crossbar system and an NoC is the trade-off between space and time.

Our design templates illustrated in Fig. 1 adopt such a mechanism.

### 3.2 Implementation and Synthesis on FPGA

In order to implement a prototype of the proposed architecture design on FPGA, we consider a Genesys 2 board of Diligent [1]. It is an advanced development platform that relies on the powerful
Kintex-7 FPGA of Xilinx (XC7K325T). This FPGA provides large capacity and performance. In addition, several useful built-in peripherals enable a wide range of additional applications.

Here, we implement an instance of the 4-core template (see Fig. 1(a)) so as to match the size constraints of Kintex-7 FPGA. Fig. 5 describes the corresponding synthesizable implementation. The generic HP-Core, LPF-Core and LP-Core cores are respectively implemented with the Cortus APSX2, FPS26 and APS25 cores. The APSX2\(^1\) is a new high-end multiple-issue, out-of-order CPU supporting floating-point computation. It was designed as an application processor with features such as precise exceptions, branch prediction and multiple threads of execution. Compared to other cores of Cortus, it provides a higher memory bandwidth due to wider memory buses. The FPS26 is an extensible 32-bit core featuring a single precision floating-point combined with excellent code density. As most Cortus cores, it relies on Harvard architecture with \(2 \times 4\) GByte address space. It is suitable for creating complex embedded systems with caches, co-processors and multiple cores, e.g., in audio, vision, advanced control and communication applications. Floating-point arithmetics benefits a number of algorithms in those domains. The APS25 core is similar to the FPS26, but has no floating-point unit. This reduces its complexity in terms of area and power, as a major part of embedded applications do not require floating-point calculations. There is a strict inclusion between the above Cortus cores in terms of instruction sets: APS25 is included in FPS26, itself included in ASPX2.

\(^{1}\)For reasons of confidentiality, some details are omitted.
The remaining part of the system is composed of standard peripherals such as UART, counters, breakpoint handlers and interrupt controllers. A message box peripheral (referred to as MSGBOX in Fig. 5) is designed to enable communication between the different cores by means of specific interrupts.

The resulting architecture has been synthesized on the Genesys FPGA board [1] (see Fig. 6) for evaluation.

![Figure 6: The Genesys FPGA board used for compute node prototype.](image)

Table 3 provides an assessment of different design elements in terms of slice count for the Kintex-7 FPGA. Furthermore, gate count, area and power numbers resulting from a synthesis targeting an UMC 55nm ASIC technology. Here, HP-Core core is far more complex in area and power than LPF-Core and LP-Core due to its advanced features. On the other hand, the presence of floating-point support in LPF-Core makes this core twice costly than LP-Core. By taking into account the interconnect (used crossbars) and cores, we give an estimate for the three design templates (here, memory is not included in the estimation as it is assumed off-chip). An interesting observation is that the scalability of these templates does not dramatically degrade their cost in area and power, while performance improvement is expected thanks to more parallelism. This suggests that adding more cores for improved performance could improve the global energy-efficiency.

The implementation of the complete 4-core design shown in Fig. 5 occupies 71% of the total number of LookUp Tables (LUTs) on the FPGA. Preliminary evaluations showed that the instance of HP-Core used here is faster than LPF-Core and LP-Core in a range between 70% and 800% (according to floating-point calculations or not) at identical frequency.
Table 3: Design elements assessment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FPGA metrics</th>
<th>ASIC metrics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Slices</td>
<td>Gates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP-Core</td>
<td>122941</td>
<td>1471462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPF-Core</td>
<td>7919</td>
<td>93083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP-Core</td>
<td>3981</td>
<td>47648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interconnect</td>
<td>7359</td>
<td>24736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-core</td>
<td>164653</td>
<td>1551905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-core</td>
<td>196029</td>
<td>1762186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-core</td>
<td>232573</td>
<td>1972467</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 Tailored Multithread Management

Having a suitable execution model is crucial for adequate exploitation of proposed asymmetric system design. First of all, we consider a multithread programming model, assuming programs written in C. A cooperative thread scheduling is adopted, i.e., a thread completes before switching to another thread on a given core (meaning no context switch). While this approach is less flexible for real-time workloads, it is simple and more effective for computation-intensive workloads. Multithread execution is eased here by giving threads a list of dependencies to be guaranteed by the scheduler. The scheduling is also dynamic, i.e., threads can be executed by any available core in any order when allowed. Thread declaration is static, thus fixed at compile time. A library of functions and data structures ready to use by the user is provided for thread scheduling.

In the next, the scheduler is executed on HP-Core, which plays the role of "master" core that assigns threads to "slave" cores (i.e., LPF-Core and LP-Cores) and itself.

4.1 Memory Organization

We separate program and data memories for each core. Two additional memory zones are reserved to shared memory and for the memory management unit (MMU) configuration. This makes it possible to compile the same program for different cores implementing different instruction sets. In Fig. 7(a), three different functions \( a() \), \( b() \) and \( c() \) can be compiled differently, resulting in different machine codes, sizes and memory placements, but unchanged functionality. If a specific code fragment has to be executed by a specific core, the \( \text{cpu_id()} \) run-time function is used to indicate this core.

At the data level, each core has its own data, stack and heap. To share data, a shared memory section is available, including a shared heap. For dynamic memory allocation, the \( \text{smalloc()} \) and \( \text{sfree()} \) functions are available. A basic lock mechanism for exclusive access is implemented in those functions. The MMU configuration for all the cores is stored in a dedicated memory section.
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(a) memory organization
(b) thread creation
(c) thread execution

**Figure 7:** Multithreaded management approach

Since direct memory mapping is used and is the same for every core, this allows for memory saving, hence reducing information replication.

In the shared data, three status vector are provided:

- **cpu_ready[4]** to indicate if a core is ready,
- **cpu_valid[4]** to indicate to a core if data is valid and execution can be started,
- **cpu_assigned_thread[4]** to store the address of the thread to execute.

Furthermore, a **cpu_lock** variable is available to implement exclusive access to shared resources.

### 4.2 Thread Scheduling

Threads and functions are represented by data structures:

- **cFunction** makes the link between a function and its physical address in memory. This is very important to support different instruction sets.
- **cThread** contains the reference to the function with its parameters, the return value, dependencies, status, execution time and further information.

Two creation functions populate these structures and link them in lists:

- **cFunctionCreate()**: takes a function pointer and a string tag, and associates them in a linked-list working as a look-up table in the heap memory. Each core must perform this creation to have its LUT in its heap!
cThreadCreate(): takes a function string tag, the parameters, return value and dependencies and put them in a linked list in the shared heap memory. Parameters and return values are always casted void*. This created information is available to every core in the shared heap.

In Fig. 7(b), cFunctionCreate takes the address of a function and links it with the string tag function_a (blue solid arrows). Then, cThreadCreate takes the string tag to create a thread in the shared memory (blue dashed arrow).

When the two steps of creation are performed, the "master" core can start thread scheduling, and finally all cores can start execution. For this purpose, two methods are provided:

- cSchedulerExecute(): launches one iteration of the scheduler, which checks whether:
  - there are threads available in the thread list;
  - dependencies are fulfilled;
  - a core is available (cpu_ready[i] == 1);

If all conditions are satisfied, then a thread is assigned to a core. Its address is copied in cpu_assigned_thread[i] where i is the identifier of the target core. The core is signaled via an interrupt or by setting cpu_valid[i] to 1. cSchedulerExecute returns the identifier of the thread to be executed.

- cThreadExecute(): executes a thread after retrieving the function to be executed from the function list. When it has finished, it notifies the "master" core.

In Fig. 7(c), cSchedulerExecute (on HP-Core) assigns the thread to LP-Core: cpu_ready[3] goes 0, cpu_valid[3] is set to 1 while the thread address is stored in cpu_assigned_thread[3] (red solid arrows). Then, cThreadExecute (on LP-Core) takes this address and the control of the thread. It uses the function string tag to retrieve the address of the function and executes it (red dashed arrows).

### 4.3 Implementation Methodologies

When describing the above scheduler, we mentioned a "polling" approach which uses cpu_valid[] for signaling and an "interrupt" approach which relies on interrupt routines. The polling approach consists of looking continuously at a memory location waiting for some value (in this case, cpu_valid[i] == 1). During idle phase, "slave" cores do nothing and "master" core runs the scheduler. All cores can run a thread. A corresponding pseudo-code is as follows:

```c
00 if (cpu_id() == 0) {
01   do {
02     remaining = cSchedulerExecute();
03     if (cpu_valid[0]) cThreadExecute();
04   } while (remaining != 0);
05 } else {
```
This approach is way more simple, but less effective. In fact, the "master" core assigns a thread to itself and re-runs the scheduler only once this thread is completed.

The interrupt approach consists in notifying the core whenever an interrupt signals the start of execution. An interrupt is also sent to signal the end of execution, launching the scheduler. The interrupt routines will then call the execution functions. A corresponding pseudo-code is as follows:

```c
void interrupt_handler(IRQ_MSGBOX_0Mto1S) {
    msgbox[1]->req[0] = 0;
    cThreadExecute();
}
void interrupt_handler(IRQ_MSGBOX_1Sto0M) {
    msgbox[0]->req[1] = 0;
    cSchedulerExecute();
}
```

Here, the routines shown for HP-Core and LPF-Core, exist for all four cores. This approach is more difficult to handle, but it is easily understandable and, if nesting interrupt is enabled, it is more effective. In fact, the "master core" can interrupt its assigned thread execution to run the scheduler and assign a new thread to a free core as soon as possible.

5 Evaluation of the asymmetric architecture

We evaluate the performance of the proposed architecture by considering two simple image processing programs:

- **ImgBW** (converting color to grayscale): this program takes a color image as input, where each pixel is characterized by three components (R, G, B) corresponding to red, green and blue; then, maps the three components into a single grayscale value by computing the weighted sum of component values (i.e., luminosity method).

- **ImBright** (brightness conversion): this program transforms a colored input image by doubling the luminance.

The program **ImgBW** manipulates floating-point numbers while **ImBright** does not. For their multithreaded execution, each input image is divided into four equal sub-parts, each transformed by a separate thread, i.e., four threads are executed: T0, T1, T2 and T3. The following core assignment order is considered respectively for these threads when all cores available: LPF-Core, LP-Core, LP-Core, and HP-Core.

Table 4 reports the total execution time (i.e., program and scheduler) in terms of CPU cycles, for different configurations (or scenarios) of the asymmetric multicore system for **ImgBW** and **ImBright**. All the scenarios are run at the same frequency. The average time taken to execute a thread on each core is given in Table 5.
5.1 Configuration Evaluation with **ImgBW**

In Table 4, the best performance for **ImgBW** is provided when the four threads are executed only by the HP-Core and LPF-Core cores. This is explained by the fact that both cores integrate a floating-point unit. In addition, the HP-Core includes further features that makes it powerful (e.g., branch prediction and larger cache). The scenario considering only HP-Core is just below the previous one in terms of execution time. The reason lies in the fact here the execution of threads is serialized. It is interesting to observe that the configuration composed of all cores and the one composed of LPF-Core and LP-Cores lead to almost similar execution times. This shows the non negligible penalty due to LP-Core in presence of floating-point computation. Indeed, as reported in Table 5, the corresponding average thread execution time is higher. As a result, the worst scenario is the one composed of LP-Cores only (see Table 4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configurations</th>
<th>Exec. time for <strong>ImgBW</strong> (cycles)</th>
<th>Exec. time for <strong>ImgBright</strong> (cycles)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HP-Core &amp; LPF-Core</td>
<td>8171</td>
<td>Not Considered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only HP-Core</td>
<td>12536</td>
<td>9886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All cores</td>
<td>14861</td>
<td>16894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPF-Core &amp; two LP-Cores</td>
<td>14945</td>
<td>28455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two LP-Cores</td>
<td>26309</td>
<td>Not Considered</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On the other hand, we notice that the above results depend on the workload complexity assigned to each thread. For instance, let us crop bigger size of an input image, i.e., 3/4 of the image, and assign it to HP-Core and LPF-Core for execution. The remaining part is assigned to LP-Cores. We therefore obtain a reduction of 41% of the total execution time in comparison with the "All cores" configuration in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Core type</th>
<th>Exec. time for <strong>ImgBW</strong> (num. cycles)</th>
<th>Exec. time for <strong>ImgBright</strong> (num. cycles)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HP-Core</td>
<td>2168</td>
<td>6193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPF-Core</td>
<td>1907</td>
<td>7066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP-Core</td>
<td>12101</td>
<td>7104</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2 Configuration Evaluation with **ImgBright**

When considering **ImgBright**, a different behavior is obtained with LP-Cores in Table 4 as they can be fully leveraged for threads execution. For this non-floating-point program, since all cores can be used for maximum performance, we only compare the three most relevant configurations.
The average thread execution times for LPF-Core and LP-Core are closer in Table 5, while HP-Core is faster. Then, the shortest execution time is provided by the scenario including all four cores, i.e., higher parallelism level. Reducing the core count in other scenarios leads to longer execution times.

In the above evaluations, we notice that the scenarios consisting of a single HP-Core only can lead to far better execution times as this high-performance core is supposed to run at a frequency twice faster than those of LPF-Cores and LP-Cores. The results reported above consider the same frequency for all configurations.

Beyond the above experiments, which targeted the preliminary system prototype, further evaluations have been carried out on an extended 7-core prototype [20]. They are presented in deliverable 5.2 of the CONTINUUM project.
6 Further considerations: non-volatile memory technologies

The previous architecture design could be extended for better energy-efficiency. In particular, the CONTINUUM project advocates the integration of non-volatile memory (NVM) technologies in the memory hierarchy [48, 39, 46]. As a matter of fact, NVMs are parts of the emerging technologies foreseen for addressing the energy consumption issue in future technologies. A majority of current systems integrate volatile memories such as Static Random Access Memories (SRAM) and Dynamic Random Access Memories (DRAM). Unlike those memories, NVM favors a potential power consumption reduction by enabling a complete circuit power-down without losing data and logic states.

Table 6 summarizes the differences between candidate Magnetic Random Access Memory (MRAM) technologies [45], compared to the more standard SRAM technology. The Toggle MRAM technology is very mature but consumes more power than the other NVMs. Due to its voltage-controlled switching scheme, the Magnetoelectric Random Access Memory (MeRAM) requires a very low write current compared to the other technologies. The Spin Transfer Torque RAM (STT-RAM) and the Spin-Orbit Torque RAM (SOT-RAM) show almost the same overall performance and are very good candidates to be part of the cache memory hierarchy in Systems-on-Chip. The Thermal-Assisted Switching RAM (TAS-RAM) technology is the most reliable thanks to its magnetic tunnel junction structure, which allows excellent thermal stability, hence very good data retention.

Among the above NVM technologies, we consider the STT-RAM for integration in the cache memory hierarchy of the target design. We have been conducting a number of studies to evaluate the potential gain in energy consumption [50, 40, 7, 8, 9, 41], by using a analytical and cycle-accurate modeling as the corresponding memory devices are not yet mainstream on the market. The obtained results showed a promising improvement to the target system energy-efficiency. The gathered insights aim to be leveraged in the compute node design targeted by the CONTINUUM project. Finally, note that further opportunities on the exploration of NVM integration at the main memory level have been explored during the project [25, 21].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Cell size ($F^2$)</th>
<th>Access time read/write</th>
<th>Write current</th>
<th>Endurance</th>
<th>Maturity</th>
<th>Advantages / Drawbacks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SRAM</td>
<td>50–120</td>
<td>1–100 ns / 1–100 ns</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>$10^{16}$</td>
<td>Commercialized</td>
<td>(+) Maturity, access time (-) Current leakage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toggle</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>35 ns / 35 ns</td>
<td>&gt;30 mA</td>
<td>$10^{15}$</td>
<td>Commercialized</td>
<td>(+) Maturity (-) High power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAS</td>
<td>&lt;50</td>
<td>30 ns / 30 ns</td>
<td>A few mA</td>
<td>$10^{15}$</td>
<td>Test chip</td>
<td>(+) Reliability (-) Access time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STT</td>
<td>&lt;50</td>
<td>2-20 ns / 2-20 ns</td>
<td>50 uA</td>
<td>$&gt;10^{16}$</td>
<td>Test chip</td>
<td>(+) Low power (-) Reliability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MeRAM</td>
<td>&lt;10</td>
<td>&lt; 10 ns</td>
<td>very low</td>
<td>$&gt;10^{16}$</td>
<td>Prototype</td>
<td>(+) Low power (-) Maturity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOT</td>
<td>&lt;50</td>
<td>A few ns</td>
<td>&lt;100 uA</td>
<td>$&gt;10^{16}$</td>
<td>Prototype</td>
<td>(+) Low power (-) Maturity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Magnetic memory technologies versus SRAM [45]
7 Conclusion and perspectives

In this deliverable, we presented a novel asymmetric multicore architecture based on cost-effective and very low power core technology targeting the embedded domain. This architecture combines a high-performance core suitable for sequential execution, and several lightweight low power cores devoted to parallel execution. A prototype of this architecture has been implemented on FPGA together with a tailored flexible multithread execution model. This is the first attempt to build an asymmetric multicore architecture based on the low power core technology of Cortus, which is one of the world-leading semiconductor IP providers for embedded domain. An energy measurement facility [39] has been adapted to the FPGA prototype.

A preliminary evaluation of our solution raises interesting insights regarding floating-point support in considered cores. The opportunity of customizing certain LP-Cores makes it possible to devise tradeoffs in terms of performance, area and energy efficiency. This type of customization is not limited to floating-point support and could very well be extended to other features such as cryptographic primitives or pattern-oriented computations, particularly useful for security or channel coding.

Beyond the building blocks used in the implemented compute node prototype, the promoted design also features non-volatile memory technologies for an improved energy-efficiency. This is the aim of complementary studies carried out in the CONTINUUM project, based on a cycle-accurate system model in gem5 [7].

Future work includes a refinement of the proposed architecture with advanced workload management in order to leverage the features of the different cores for optimized performance. High-performance cores are known to be adequate for addressing compute-intensive workloads with predictable branching and high data-reuse. Low power cores are more memory-intensive workloads friendly. Exploiting such knowledge in core allocation to threads is a worth research direction. We already started to explore a candidate compiler-assisted approach for workload scheduling on such heterogeneous architectures [36]. Another worth-mentioning direction concerns the integration of machine learning techniques in the resource allocation decision process [19]. Finally, considering non-volatile memory in the main memory level is another opportunity to investigate.
D4.2 – Preliminary design specifications of the adaptive compute node
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